SCHEDULE

MUSIC SCHEDULE
FRIDAY
The Dome

6:30p
7p
7:30p
9p
10:30p
11:30p

Opening Ceremony
Redf0x
Pass The Butter
Djentrification
DJ Ecks
Twelve Inches

MUSIC CONTINUES INTO SATURDAY

DeWomp

10p

Michael Garfield
LIVE VISUALS

LightBender: Steven Torres
SpectraColor: Olivia Spencer

7p - 11:30p
11:30p - 2a

Lightbender
SpectraColor

SATURDAY
The Dome

12:30a
1:30a

Maharajni
E Alo

*** REST AND RESET ***

12p
2p
3p
4p
5p
6p
7p
8p
9p
10p
11p

Lemon Lime
Jean Jacket B2B Ill Divo
Baby Chuck
Kate Riles
Proud Mother
Scotty Oh!
Roy Evans
Lady Staliet
Ratchet Noir
Emmett White
Jeremy Sole

MUSIC CONTINUES INTO SUNDAY

DeWomp

5p - 6p
9p - 10p

Redfox
Psilosapiens

LIVE VISUALS

7p - 12:30a
12:30a - 6:30a

Lightbender
Spectracolor

SUNDAY
The Dome

12:30a
1:30a
3a
4a
5a
6a

Jay Bird
Nick Synergy
(Fire Performance: 2:30 - 3:30a)

Sean Raya
Johnny Swoope
Jeremiah Green
Majitope

*** REST AND RESET ***

4p
5p
5:45p
6:30p
7:45p
8:30p
10p
11p

Coop Mahndala
Mary and Scottie
Sihasin
Closing Ceremony:
Jones Benally Family
Clan/Destine
Lander
Sean Watson
Edward Navarro
DeWomp

12a - 2a

Ming Dynazty

DAYTIME IN THE DOME
SATURDAY

12p - 5p

( Social vibes with music and community art projects )

CONSENT-BASED BODY PAINTING

Starts at 2p

Drop in to join Malena and pro body artist Brandon McGill to practice
consent communication while learning body painting techniques.

FLOWER AND FRIEND MAKING
Make colorful tissue paper flowers with Sandra Widmer to decorate your
community, yourself, and your friends.

KISSA CANVAS
Contribute to a community painting with Scott Lemoine.

UPCYCLED MOSAIC CACTUS POTS
A gift to Gateway! Bring pieces to contribute if you have them. Small tiles,
stones, large beads, CDs, etc.

CLOTHING EXCHANGE
Snag some new duds and bring donations of fun clothing and costumes if
you’d like, hosted by Marco Bifano.

SATURDAY ACTIVATIONS
11a - 6p

INTEGRATED TATTOO HEALING (At the nest by DeWomp)

Translate your intentions into totemic glyphs/symbols, and illustrations to
encapsulate and imprint the essence of those intentions into your body, heart,
and mind via personalized tattoo body art. Walk up or by appt.
3p - 6p

SKELLO’S HAIRPORIUM (DeWomp)

See your local hairstylist step out of the business suit into her skelli suit and
watch how she transforms your hair!
MOROZKO FORGE ICE BATH

(Near the rooftop house)

Take a guided 2 min plunge into an ice bath with Adrienne and Jason of
Morozko Forge, the world’s first ice bath to maintain a freezing temperature
and facilitate daily practice of cold water meditation for building antifragile,
psychological resilience.
6p - 7p

ARCOSANTI “CRAPPY” HOUR (DeWomp)

Craft cocktails, dice games and prizes. Learn about the upcoming Convergence
Festival at Arcosanti in Oct.
RITUAL RESET
(Sunset on Saturday through sunrise on Sunday)
Join Jan Michael and the Ritual Reset crew for StarGate’s nonstop sacred
sound bath for rejuvenation, reverence, catharsis and PLAY.
12p - 3a

RAIN ECHOES

Saturday Night / Early Sunday

(Hogan)

Experience several hours of improvised ambient and drone music that is as
much a meditation as it is a journey into the ecosystem of sound created by
Andrew and Sarah Jeweleye.

STARGATE WORKSHOPS
IN THE DOME: SATURDAY
( Evan Thibodeau )
11a - 12p MAKE YOUR OWN PRACTICE POI
+ INTRODUCTION TO FLOW ARTS
Flow arts workshop that provides an introduction to the flow arts, flow state,
and meditation through movement and artistic expression. Music starts at
noon if you’d like to stay and practice after!

NEAR THE DOME: SATURDAY
( Dean Bloom )
2:30p - 4p CPZ GRAFFITTI WORKSHOP
CPZ (collective paint zone) is providing a truck outfitted with large canvases
for you to practice large scale painting! With an emphasis on street/graffiti
art, CPZ shares what they know and learn what they can. After the workshop
CPZ will be performing their own original art.

TEMPLE: SUNDAY
( Tyrus Watson )
1:30p - 3p MENS CIRCLE
For thousands of years, men have come together and sat in circles. In our modern
world this practice is largely lost. Come explore what it means to be a man, create
a safe space and support each other. It’s a place to be real, drop the story, and be
empowered to be who you truly are. Aspects of a men’s circle are speaking from
your experience, listening with compassion, confidentiality, brotherly support
and more. Please arrive early so we can start on time. We have a limited amount
of time and at some point new arrivals will be stopped as we form a safe container
to go deeper. Please bring an open mind and an open heart.

ROOFTOP SATURDAY
( Melody Sample )
10:30a - 12p

ROPE BONDING MEDITATION

Meditation, energy exchange and surrender : learn the energy and communication of rope,
deepen trust, practice communication skills and delve deeper into surrender. Learn Shibari/
Kinbaku inspired rope bonding as a tool for meditation with this hands on intro to basics
workshop.

( Jenna Gully )
12 - 1p

TOE READING WORKSHOP

Toe reading combines Reflexology, Polarity and Life Coaching principles to bring a deeper
understanding and acceptance of your Soul. Learn how to read your own feet based off the
Elements, chakras & metaphors shown through the holograms in the feet.

( Elliana Koput )
1 - 2p

SELF-ACTUALIZATION THROUGH POETRY: WRITING FROM WITHIN

Join us to actualize and release our innermost sensations. Diving into our rawest streams of
(sub)conscious, we will work to compose our own rhythmic truths. May we strengthen the
means by which we communicate with ourselves.

( Jenna Gully )
2 - 3p

FEEL GOOD YOGA

Guide yourself to wellness through exploration of movement, breath & meditation. All Levels
Welcome! Come unwind, listen to your body & give yourself what it needs.

( Genesis Alaena Hanck )
3 - 4:30p

GENESISFLOW - A TANTRA YOGA FLOW CLASS

Learn to step into the light of your own type of flow. Listen to your body and your higher self for
guidance on what you really need. These moments are about you, no one else. A time to let go of
anything that happened in the past or future. Focus on the now. Give love to your body and put
your focus on the inside, connecting both your feminine and masculine energy during the flow.

( Alyssa B Herren )
4:30 - 5:15p

LAUGHTER THERAPY

Laughter Therapy aka laughter Yoga or Hasya Yoga is a form of connecting to self and others
via LAUGHTER. Participants will experience freedom in our ability and nature of laughter
as well as a feeling of rejuvenation and health. Laughter Therapy invites you to liberate your
Laughter and feel the oneness of life with bliss and joy.

HOGAN SATURDAY
( Tyrus Watson )
10:30a - 12p THE ART OF HOLDING SPACE
Learn how to support others by listening with presence and acceptance. We
will create a circle and practice sharing and Holding Space.Bring an open
mind and open heart.
( Lamar Myers )
12p - 12:45 CBD MEETS FITNESS (The Hidden Benefits of Both)
Learn the 3 secrets to getting fit while using the Fitness Made EZ system
and learn all the benefits CBD has to offer like reduce the breakdown of
important chemicals that we produce like serotonin and anandamide to make
our bodies feel more joy and relaxation…and way less stress.
( Jan Michael Meade )
1 - 2:30p SOMATIC PRANA MEDITATION
AND COSMIC BODY TECHNIQUE
Somatic Prana Meditation is guidance into the direct awareness of the body in its
present energetic state. Cosmic Body Technique is an ancient Dharana that links
up the body mind I Consciousness to the universal consciousness, and any layer
in between. These two practices lend to deeper embodiment and transcendence.

2:30 - 4p

( Kevin Wilson )
COMMUNITY WORK WITH SOUL: A DIALOGUE

EXPLORING CREATIVE PLACEMAKING, LEISURE, & FESTIVITY
This workshop explores Creative Placemaking at festivals and how we, as
festivalgoers and co-creators, embody this practice when we return to our
residential communities via leisure, festivity, and work. Our collective capacity
and agency to engage in dialogue and festive activity in our neighborhoods is
introduced as a critical discussion topic for attendees to weigh in on.
( Rachael Eve Marshall )
4p - 5p TEACHINGS FROM THE ANCIENT VEDICS
What does the oldest Art and Science say about how to live a healthy lifestyle? This workshop shares teachings from the ancient vedics of Ayurveda.

DeWomp SATURDAY
( Natalie Hewitt )

9a - 10:30p SWEET SACRAL FLOW: YOGA FOR YOUR HIPS
A dynamic yoga class designed to open up the hips and get you in touch with
your sensuality and creativity. Allow this organic, watery, sultry flow to help you
move through any blocks in the sacral chakra (Svadisthana). Let go of the shame
that surrounds this sexual energy center to unlock the creativity that lies within.

( Tina Truglio & Bailey Woodruff )

10:30a - 11:15a INTRO TO TRIBAL FUSION BELLY DANCE
Tribal Fusion Belly Dance creates confidence for all shapes and sizes, female or male.
Shimmy with us!

( Kismet Hawke )

11:30a - 12:30p THE PAST, PRESENT AND FUTURE
OF LEGAL PSYCHEDELIC THERAPY
We are entering what's been called a psychedelic renaissance of research and therapeutic
applications of MDMA, psilocybin, ayuhuasca, ketamine, iboga and other chemicals and plant
medicines. Come find out what this might offer for you, the people you care about, and our world.

( Michael Garfield )
1p - 2:30p

REWILDING THE SINGULARITY: NONLINEAR
EVOLUTION & WEIRD NATURALISM
Join paleontologist-futurist Michael Garfield, host of Future Fossils Podcast and social
media strategist for the Santa Fe Institute, for a guided tour through the endlessly
folded and mutating landscape of evolution – a twisted manifold in which the subjectobject, nature-culture, and made-born dualities dissolve to offer a third way into the
metamorphic truths of our condition.

( Darren Bingham )
2:30p - 3:15p GARBOLOGY AND THE PEDAGOGY OF OUR WASTE
Often times leave no trace ideals apply to a particular space or place which means people
then displace their trace to somewhere else. Come find ways to leave no matter out of place.

( Zachary Tyler & KJ Robinson )
3:15p - 4:45p SOMAWAKE: A CACAO AND FIRE ACTIVATED
EMBODIMENT CEREMONY, ECSTATIC DANCE AND SOUND HEALING
Come gather with community and experience the sacred healing and empowerment of
a cacao and fire ceremony before moving into a lightly guided somatic ecstatic dance
to integrate and deepen the relationship between you, your body’s healing wisdom, the
connection with other tribe members and Gaia herself. Together, KJ and Zachary will create
a safe space for you to tend to the wounds of our selves and the earth as we transform,
embody and celebrate truth and our collective empowerment. Then to finish our practice
and dance we will move into a sound healing to help integrate and ground our experience.

DeWomp SUNDAY
( Jenna Gully )
9 - 10a

SOUND HEALING & SLEEP MEDITATION

Rest back and take a break! Relax to the sounds of gong and crystal bowls along with
a guided sleep meditation called Yoga Nidra that is sure to have you feelin floaty.
( Natalie Hewitt and Jenna Gully )
10 - 11a

AN EXPLORATION OF SOUND AND MOVEMENT
Gentle yoga activated through sound vibration.
( Shannon Stapleton )

11a - 12p

TASTE OF TEA AT THE WET VELVET TEA LOUNGE
( Clayton Cone )
12:30p - 1:30p

THE SHADOW OF POWER -

NAVIGATING A NEW FEMININE AND A NEW MASCULINE
When a new feminine calls for a new masculine in relationship, how do both sides
remain in their power and stay connected? We’ll dive into this ancient relationship
and what to attend to when striking a balance.
( David Dreamwalker Diamondheart )
1:30p - 2:30p

SELF REALIZATION MANTRA WORKSHOP

Begin the journey to your own awakening through this Self-Realization Mantra
Workshop. Experience stories of awakening, explore the four aspects of the Self,
and take part in a group chanting of the Self Realization Mantra.
( Shell Bee )
2:30 - 3:30p

HEART HOOPLA WITH SHELL BEE

Exploring l ve through movement with heart shaped hula hoops.

